Born from fun.®

RAGING

RICHES

Engineered with an amped-up version of Konami Gaming, Inc.’s
popular All Aboard™ feature, Bull Blitz™ is a linked progressive series
that takes credit collection bonuses to ultra-high heights of reward
potential through its original new Xtra Hit feature.
GAME PLAY
Bull Blitz is a 1-level, symbol-driven linked progressive game. The Bull Blitz feature is
awarded when any 6 or more Bull Blitz symbols land. There are 3 different types of awards
during the Bull Blitz feature:
	CREDIT PRIZE SYMBOLS
Various credit prize amounts, multiplied by the player bet.
	MAXI BONUS, MAJOR BONUS, AND MINI BONUS SYMBOLS
Bonus awards are fixed amounts, multiplied by player bet.
	MEGA JACKPOT
This is a standalone progressive amount, with higher odds at higher bets.
	GRAND JACKPOT
The top award is a linked progressive amount, with higher odds at higher bets.
It is awarded if all 15 positions are filled during the Bull Blitz feature.
Three free spins are awarded at the start of the feature. The six or more Bull Blitz symbols
which triggered the feature transform to instant credit prizes, bonus symbols, and/or a
Mega Jackpot. All award symbols are held, while additional potential awards spin across the
remaining positions. Each time a new symbol lands during the feature, all held credit prize
and bonus symbols are awarded again and the number of remaining spins resets to 3. When
2 or more Bull Blitz symbols appears on the screen, then one changes into a silver coin and
the remaining transform into an “Xtra Hit”. For each Xtra Hit that appears, all gold coins
are awarded. The feature continues until all positions are filled or the spins run out. If all
positions are filled, the Grand Jackpot is awarded. All wins tally at the end of the feature.

BET CONFIGURATION
Bull Blitz is a multi-denomination linked progressive with 1¢, 2¢, 5¢, 10¢, $1, and $2 options,
and with the flexibility to configure lines and max bet to suit. Standalone bonus amounts
scale according to player-selected denomination, and players have higher odds of the bonus
awards at higher bet levels.
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AVAILABLE WITH THREE BASE GAMES

Players are transported to a role as honored
guest of ancient nobility in Bull Blitz: Fortunes
of the Orient.™ Surrounded by ornate scenes and
sparkling gardens, players are ushered through a
unique journey to jackpots. Throughout primary
play, any 3 or more lantern symbols award the
free game feature, with full-reel hero symbols.

With a sunny glow and a romantic flare,
Roses & Riches™ takes Konami’s Bull Blitz
series to time of storybook love across the
Spanish coastline. In addition to the Bull Blitz
credit collection feature, players can win the free
game feature with any 3 or more rose symbols.

Kick back on the beach with the island groves
of Toucan Twist.™ A big-beaked bird greets
guests with a wide grin and 5 free games for
any 3 or more bird nest symbols collected.
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DIMENSIONS AND CONFIGURATIONS
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CONTACT YOUR KONAMI
SALES REPRESENTATIVE TODAY
FOR MORE INFORMATION
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Konami Gaming, Inc.
585 Konami Circle
Las Vegas NV, 89119
866.KGI.INFO
www.konamigaming.com
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